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On a hot dry January day in 1986, I arrived in Warrego, 51
kilometres west of the Northern Territory town of Tennant
Creek, for the first time. Set in a vast desolate landscape, it was
a sight to behold for any newcomer.

I was there to commence work at the Peko Mines, Warrego
Mine, where I would work as an underground electrician. I
stayed there for 2 years, in a job that turned out to be the most
enjoyable I've had. I will always remember the friends and
colleagues of those 2 years.

These pictures are my memories of that experience and a
record of the Warrego Mine.

Daryl Slater





Looking at these pictures of the
township of Warrego and mine
plant surface infrastructure, it can
be clearly seen that beyond the
mine site, there is nothing for as far
as the eye can see.

When you work at Warrego, you
are truly in the "middle of
nowhere"!



The T20 haulage and man shaft. The
winderhouse is at the right and the mine
office and powerhouse are in the
background.



Right - The T20 English
Electric double-drum
winder hauls the ore, men
and machinery to the
surface and down the
mine.

Left - The winder
driver's control
panel.



The Surface - The
surface plat is where
men and materials are
readied to go down the
mine to work. It is also
where the ore reaches
the surface to be
discharged from the
haulage skips into the
bin on the brace (at the
front of the head
frame).





Underground -
Here on 13
Level,
production
miner, Lionel
Kelly bogs the
rich ore with an
Atlas Copco 320
Cavo rubber tyre
pneumatic
bogger.



The ore is loaded into 8 tonne Granby trucks, to be hauled by a GEMCO battery powered locomotive. It is then
transported to the grizzly where it is discharged into the ore pass to make it's way to the underground crusher for
crushing and then to the loading station for hoisting to the surface.



Right & Below - Here on 10
Level, Vince Cutrale bogs
ore with an Atlas Copco LM
70 rail bogger. The ore is
loaded into a Granby truck
to be transported to the
discharge grizzly.







The underground jaw crusher located on 15 Level.



The underground
crib-room on 12 Level.
Here the underground
miners and tradesmen
would gather for
smoko and lunch.
Every 2 hours, each
production level
would need to blast
the drawpoints to
break the large rocks
and to free the flow of
ore. During these blast
times, everyone would
retreat to the crib-
rooms.





On 9 Level was the resink winder. This service winder provided access to the service shaft for the utility crews who were required to
service the shaft, loading station and other areas around the haulage shaft. A bucket, or kibble was attached the the winder rope in
which personnel stood to be transported up and down the shaft. Tradesmen usually used the resink winder if working below 9 Level.



On 9 Level is another
loading station. Ore is
discharged from a jaw
crusher located on 8
Level and is
transported to the 9
Level loading station
on this conveyor.



At the start and end of each shift, the miners and tradesmen would gather in the Mine Office to pick up their cap lamps and
to sign on. At the end of the day, the cap lamps were put back on the battery chargers and everyone would sign off for the
shift.



The underground
electrical
workshop. We
usually spent all
day underground
attending to work
to keep production
running smoothly.
We also carried
out overhauls of
equipment in this
workshop. Here
are overhauled
locomotives ready
for work
underground.
There are also
battery chargers
and a variety of
other electrical
equipment.





In this photo is the underground mechanical workshop at the right in front of the forklift. Directly in front is the
underground boilermaker's workshop. The white building to the right is the underground miner's change rooms.



Once the ore from underground arrives at the surface, it is crushed again and sent along this conveyor to the processing plant for treatment.



The V35
ventilation
fan ensures
that fresh air
is circulated
throughout
the
underground
mine at all
times.



Ore from other
Peko satellite
mines such as the
Argo and Gecko
mines are
transported to
Warrego by road
train. The ore is
crushed on arrival
at this crushing
facility and fed by
the crusher
discharge
conveyor to the
processing plant.











A Warrego Home.



My good friend and trades assistant, Doug Wilkinson enjoying a
lighter moment with some of the local fauna !




